Aptitude Software leading the bold; product and solution
launches are a focus of today’s AptConnect 2020 event
From a new services offering to a SaaS version of a flagship product
NEWS | For Immediate Release – 15 OCTOBER 2020
Aptitude Software, a leading provider of financial management software, will virtually host their second
annual community event, AptConnect 2020, today.
The conference theme this year is ‘Evolving finance for an unremitting world’ and will focus on providing
practical advice and guidance on thriving in turbulent times while preparing for the future of finance. Over
300 finance professionals from around the world are participating.
The agenda includes speakers from several global organizations including Red Hat, T-Mobile, ING, and
Transamerica who will share insights and perspectives on the future of the finance department as well as
learnings from finance transformation and compliance initiatives. Aptitude Senior Leaders and Product
Owners will also announce several innovative new offerings and new product features and capabilities.
A core theme of the event is the need to act boldly in order to set your organization apart in these times. In
this light, a number of exciting new products and offerings will be launched at this year’s event, each one
supporting the digital transformation happening within the finance department. This includes:
Aptitude Accounting Hub (AAH) SaaS: Aptitude’s flagship accounting hub and subledger solution is now
available in a SaaS model to support organizations looking for cloud hosted options. All existing AAH
features and capabilities will be available in the SaaS offering.
Aptitude Calculate: Previously sold under the name, Aptitude Allocation Engine, Aptitude has renamed the
product to reflect the breath of cross industry use cases beyond just allocations. Aptitude Calculate can be
applied to any use case that requires a cost, expense, or investment allocation or any
supplementary calculation needed to support the finance function and its data preparation and reporting
requirements.
Aptitude IFRS 17 Comply: Comply is a simplified, pre-configured version of the existing Aptitude IFRS 17
Solution. It is designed for insurers that are looking for a faster, more standardized path to IFRS 17
compliance, while laying the foundation for future transformation projects. IFRS 17 Comply will be available
as a SaaS or on-premises version.
Solution Management Services (SMS): SMS is a flexible, packaged, post go-live support framework that
goes beyond product support to include services to optimize and extend client’s specifically configured
solution, providing full end-to-end management.
To learn more about the products and offerings launched at today’s AptConnect 2020 conference,
please register for the event to gain access to the content on-demand or reach out to
info@aptitudesoftware.com for more information.
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About Aptitude Software
Aptitude Software provides software solutions that enable finance professionals to run their global
businesses, forecast decision outcomes, and comply with complex regulations. Uniquely combining deep
finance expertise and IP rich technology, Aptitude gives finance leaders the tools they need to transform
their business and achieve their ambitions. Aptitude is proud to have served the office of finance for over
20 years, delivering financial control and insight to create a world of financial confidence for our global
clients. Headquartered in London, Aptitude Software is an operating company of Aptitude Software Group
plc. For more information, please visit http://www.aptitudesoftware.com
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